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NBA's Franchise Values Booming: Great Timing For Sellers In Brooklyn, Atlanta 

By: Patrick Rishe 

Timing is everything in life. 

For the owners of the Brooklyn Nets and the Atlanta Hawks, this statement could never be more true 

and timely.  For as footballs seem to be rapidly deflating in New England, NBA franchise values are 

bursting at the seams. 

My colleague, Kurt Badenhausen, published Forbes NBA franchise valuations earlier on Wednesday.  Key 

findings from the data presented include: 

(1) The average NBA franchise value is $1.11 billion…or a 74% increase over last year’s average. 

(2) The median NBA franchise value is $912 million. 

(3) The average (and median) revenues per team is $160 million ($146 M), suggesting that the revenue-

to-value multiplier is somewhere between 6.2 and 6.9. 

(4) The average (and median) operating profits per team is $23 M ($20 M). 

You recall the famous Chevy Chase exclamation from Vacation, “Praise Marty Moose!”.  Well, today I’m 

guessing 29 NBA owners as well as league officials and Commissioner Adam Silver are exclaiming, 

“Praise TNT!  Praise ESPN!  Praise Steve Ballmer!!!” 

Why? 

(1) ESPN and Turner Nearly Tripling the NBA’s National Media Revenue 

The new deal, which begins at the start of the 2016-17 season, comes in at an average of $2.66 billion a 

year, up from $930 million annually being shared by the same partners, ESPN/ABC and Turner. That’s a 

186 percent increase from the current deal, and the largest increase for a TV deal among any of the 

latest deals negotiated among the 4 major North American sports leagues (NHL got a 167% bump, 

followed by MLB’s 105% increase and the NFL’s 28% increase). 

(2) Steve Ballmer’s $2 Billion Purchase of the Los Angeles Clippers 

Though Ballmer likely overpaid for the asset formerly owned by the tight-wallet (and loose lips) of 

Donald Sterling, the purchase has resonance across all teams’ inherent value. 

Which brings us to Brooklyn and Atlanta, two clubs which are currently on the sales block. 

Brooklyn’s estimated 2015 value has moved from $780 M to $1.5 billion in one year, lest we mention 

the 2012 estimates had the team at a meager $352 M.  I can appreciate that type of appreciation. 



Similarly, Atlanta’s estimated 2015 value is $825 M, up from $425 M from last year.  Given the sales 

price was $189 M when the team was last sold in 2004, I’d say Atlanta’s ownership group is going to 

make out just fine. 

As Mr. Badenhausen noted, other factors play into the booming financial momentum the league is 

presently experiencing.  For example, a multiple year bull market in equities coupled with low interest 

rates equates to both fantastic wealth growth and cheap credit. 

Timing is everything, and in Brooklyn and Atlanta, the timing couldn’t be better to sell their respective 

franchises. 

 


